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Abstract
Tourism and ecotourism aim the optimisation of a balanced relation concerning the value between effort and effect, income and costs, assets and their origin. Controlling these relations involves the mandatory use of the accounting information. The purpose of the article is to prove that the particularities of the tourism and ecotourism activities influence the accounting information. The anticipations based on accounting information are important for the increasing of the tourism and ecotourism activities efficiency, in terms of sustainable development. Accounting information has as main purpose creating a common language for investors and managers, creating a bridge between investors and the tourism and ecotourism entities activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tourism has become an extremely dynamic department, which has to adjust to the changes in the economic environment, to the changes in the consumer’s behaviour and demands, to the structural changes of the economy and employment and, not the last, to the European perspective.

In 1992, François VELLAS considered tourism the “nearest economic activity in the world” (Vellas, 1992). By its complex activity, tourism reunites an ensemble of services and assets, owned by other departments, ensuring the link between providers and tourists by selling the demanded services. In this way, appear some relations between tourism activities organisers and different goods manufactures, tourism services providers and their beneficiaries, that need some operations in order to ensure the efficient development of the tourism activity.

Running a company involves knowing a purpose, a way for it to aim. Determining this way involves a profound study of interrelations between (Robu, 1998): environment constraints, company’s finalities and its system of communication and information. In a study published at the beginning of 2015, authors (Cosma, Fleseriu et al, 2015) identify as a main opportunity for the romanian hotel chains the market’s potential of development.

2002 was a year with major meanings for tourism. At the same time with it being declared “The International Year of the Mountain”, 2002 was also declared “The International Year of Ecotourism”. In 2002 ecotourism was presented as an essential component of the sustainable development during two major events: The International Conference in New York (January 2002) and World Ecotourism Summit in Canada (May 2002). The two events founded the theoretical and methodological basis of ecotourism. In the World’s Tourism Organisation publication „Tourism in 2010” it is specified that: „sustainable tourism develops the idea of satisfying the needs of present tourists and tourism industry and, at the same time, of protecting the environment and the future’s opportunities” (Maziliu, 2010).

Because sustainable tourism represents a purpose, it must be accepted the fact that any type of development that includes tourism progress gives birth to some changes in the area. To reach sustainability these changes must be kept within reasonable limits. Ecotourism, part of the sustainable development, can be accomplished, in the best way, by carrefull planning, by proper growth and managing based on priciples of the tourism department. The sustainable development is a relatively new concept of the human society progress, a concept that was proposed and developed in the 70s and the 80s of the XX century, formalized and promoted in the 90s of the same century.

Dorin-Paul Bâc (Bâc, 2012) his Phd. thesis “Tourism and sustainable development: realities, challenges and opportunities” makes a detailed presentation of the notion sustainable tourism. I considered apposite the point of view of two authors. SHARPLEY’S article “Tourism and sustainable development: exploring the theoretical divide”, published in Journal of Sustainable Tourism, in 2000, draws attention to differences between sustainable development components and sustainable tourism. Even if sustainable tourism should logically reflect the sustainable development doctrine, there are significant differences between the two concepts. Despite an apparent strategy of holistic, fair and future-oriented development, sustainable tourism has an introverted and result-focused perspective. In other words, even if it has objectives related to the environmental protection,
sustainable tourism does not focus on the development component (Sharpley, 2000). Lane (Lane, 2009) considers that, even if changes and technological findings can help solving some problems, for long term solutions a change in the lifestyle is needed, the use of new selling techniques and the promotion of new tourism products. A new system of values is required in the tourism industry.

In the „National Strategy for Ecotourism Development in Romania”, phase 1, entitled „National and international ecotourism experience” it is specified that „there isn’t a widely addressed definition of ecotourism but there are approved or predominantly accepted definitions, adopted and used” (Tudorache, 2009). After an extensive process that involved international academic personalities Hawkins, 1994; Carter & Lowman, 1994; Goodwin, 1996; Liddle, 1997; Dowling,1998, Fennell, 1999; Wearing & Neil, 1999, Honey, 1999), but also the International Tourism Organisation (1999), ecotourism has received a generally accepted definition (Quebec Declaration, 2002). Consistent with this, ecotourism is a type of alternative tourism and it defines the following elements:

- the product is based on nature and its elements;
- ecological management for a minimal impact;
- contribution to conservation;
- contribution to the welfare of local communities;
- ecological education.

Ecotourism is not a tourism product that can be sold to tourists. Ecotourism is a sustainable way to create, plan and manage tourism activities. In the same time, it involves a change in the managing style, in components, in mentalities and in the tourists practices. Ecotourism has emerged as a response to a more accurate quantification of the negative effects generated by tourism in the host communities. Even if, for some communities, tourism is a sure way to development, it can generate negative consequences on the environment and the local culture.

II. FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC FEATURES OF TOURISM ACTIVITIES AND THEIR IMPACT ON ACCOUNTING

Accounting quantifies the economic activities, recording generated information for future use. Subsequently, the information is stored in order to be processed, after which it is communicated to the decision makers through financial statements. Thus, it is estimated that "raw data related to economic activities represents the input into the accounting system, and the processed information, useful for the decision makers, represents the output" (Needles B. Jr., Anderson H. et al, 2001).

Tourism activities have a complex nature, determined by the diversity of services provided to the tourist during his trip. Viewed as an economic phenomenon, all the services provided for the tourist form the tourism product that, in accounting terms, is important in showing the income and expenditures on activities, on types and kinds of tourism activities, offering the possibility to determine and analyse them with efficiency. The tourism product is not defined through its elements or materials but by the services provided through them.

Every tourism action is entrusted to a travel agent who bears responsibility for carrying them out efficiently. Using different values (money, travelling tickets, checks etc.), the travel agent becomes debtor until the received value is justified. Because the travel agent retains on him all supporting documentation, during the trip, the expenditure is recorded in accounting after the tourism activities end. Because of the many tourism activities it is necessary to follow every action with the help of the technical and operational records.

Tourism activities last shortly, meaning that a travelling activity launched during a certain month ends in that same month. The consequence is the possibility to establish easily the economic efficiency of every activity, expenditure and income being related to the same management period. If tourism actions are in progress at the end of the management periods, they are not registered as expenses because the documents are being held by the travel agent. If some payments have already been made, they are recorded as accrued expenses.

The many companies involved in tourism production is another factor to be taken into account. The legal and economic relations between these firms involve claims and liabilities recorded into accounting. The result sheet of each firm is influenced by income and expenditure released by the actions taken to achieve the tourism product.

In terms of the accommodation goals diversification and integration, hotel services are no longer limited to actual accommodation. It is complemented by a range of additional benefits being the result of combining a variety of activities. Additional services have a modest share in the structure of tourism consumption but they are not an insignificant source for the income’s growth. The variety of additional services depends on the conditions offered by the technical and material basis in terms of the type of building, category of comfort and level of equipment provided. Any lack in using the technical base capacity has a negative effect on the economic efficiency. For this reason, tourism entities collect in advance travelling benefits using an international payment tool that guarantees collecting for the provided services (credit cards, trade effects, voucher etc.). Since the
actual amount of benefits received may differ from the amount already collected with anticipation or the tourism action may not have occurred at all, the income is registered into accounting after the tourism action takes place. Different way of engaging a tourism service „determine differences in accounting expenses and recognizing income and expenses” (Dumitrana, Jalbă et al, 2008). In this way accounting expenses in organized tourism it is made between contracting units through banks and in unorganized tourism by anticipated collection from tourists, following to adjust the amounts received or to refund clients for services not delivered. In organized tourism, expenditures and income are recorded only in the contracted unit accounting even if for its achievement participate other corporate service providers. In unorganized tourism, expenditure and income are reflected in the unit’s accounting department that organizes and receives tourism services. Establishments providing tourism services receive for some benefits provided a commission which meets their needs and ensures their own profit.

Accommodation activity is a form of immaterial providing services. Its reflection in accounting means, on one hand, recording accommodation costs, and on the other hand, recording the related income. Both the expenditures and the income related with the accommodation activity are differentiated by the material level of equipment of the unit and the quality of services. The quality of the accommodation influences not only the tourism dynamics but also its efficiency. So the hotel accommodation service facilitates a better use of the potential, the human resources and the technical and material capacity, leading towards achieving a higher operation ratio.

The tourism product has three main features namely: nonelasticity, complementarity and heterogeneity. Nonelasticity refers to the fact that tourism products are less responsive to changes in demand on short and long term. On short term, tourism can not be stored. A variation of tourism demand on short term can influence on a very wide term the components of the tourism product and its price. On long term, the quantity and quality of tourism services that make up a program or a tourism commitment are dependent on the infrastructure characteristics, the transport and the accommodation available. Complementarity refers to the fact that the travel product is not made up of a single service but a set of complementary services. This complementarity affects the quality of the tourism product. If only one service does not match in terms of quality, the entire tourism program will be affected. This is one of the main difficulties faced by tour operators and other intermediaries which must select their providers based on the provided services quality. Heterogeneity issues from the fact that producing identical travel services is impossible because of the difference in quality that can occur. This quality heterogeneity makes possible a certain substitution between different tourism subproducts. However the tourism product is not exactly the same.

The way of making the tourism product influences the tourism economic units management and accounting. Obtaining a complex tourism product requires long periods of time and investments that undertake large funding. The main stages followed by the tourism product manufacturer are: assessing predicted profitability and market studies; completion of the product and negotiations.

The results of the market studies allow calculations in predicted profitability that will be the basis for all decisions regarding the new tourism product’s creation and marketing and for the decision to invest. So, in the case of a hotel investment, the evaluation method used is building a forecast operating account based on known information regarding income and expenditure projections. Creating this account means already having fundamental informations regarding the envisaged investment’s basic data. The analysis of the forecast operating account will help justifying the decisions to invest or not to invest.

The tourism product is completed when the contract is signed based on negotiations. Searching for the best quality - price ratio takes into account two main elements, namely: competitiveness and product range. Determining the best competitiveness requires an outlook and a rigorous management of the offered tourism products. Diversifying the range of products offers consumers the opportunity to choose the product that best fits in terms of quality - price ratio. Widening the range of products must not be at the cost of price competitiveness and effectiveness of management. For a tourism product to be competitive a rigorous negotiation must take place with each service provider so that its performance and the given quality determines the best price.

The economic challenge of international tourism determines the authorities to intervene increasingly more on the tourism market’s economic mechanisms, in order to benefit from direct and indirect effects produced by international tourist arrivals. In these circumstances, the state’s role is to establish economic policies that directly and indirectly affect the costs of provided benefits, especially the pricing and credit policy. At the same time, tax policies often have a very specific purpose that regards directly and specifically the tourism sector. Tourism investment funding is essential to allow the industry to play a leading role in the economy.

The tourism sector has many features compared to other economic sectors, first of all, in terms of management companies. Strategies for tourism should consider a set of homogeneous variables such as demographic and social changes, economic and financial situation in emitting countries, exchange rate changes,
political and legislative changes, technological developments, changing trade evolution, transport infrastructure, passenger safety and environmental protection.

III. CONNECTION BETWEEN ECOTOURISM - SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT – ACCOUNTING

Ecotourism can be an effective business if interaction and compatibility between four systems is achieved: economic, social, environmental and technological. Ecotourism must ensure that present and future interests of different generations are respected because all man-made environment outputs must respond directly to the regional or global needs.

Benett and James (Benett and James, 1997) identified six areas related to environment – accounting joinder. The objective of this joinder is to ensure that the entity's management has sufficient information to enhance the decision making management (Stanciu, 2011). Environment – accounting joinder may be useful in improving management efficiency through:

- identifying cost reduction;
- prioritizing environmental actions;
- targeting the product price establishing and the decision evolution;
- increasing customer value;
- evaluation of eco – efficiency and
- an entity’s activity sustainability.

Sustainable development is not a new concept. It is the latest expression of a very old ethics involving human relationships with the environment and responsibilities of present generations towards future generations. (Rojanschi, 2006, p.14)

For a communication to be indeed sustainable, it must take a three-way approach that takes into account economic and cultural resources of the environment. Within the concept of sustainable development, it is aimed the interaction and compatibility of four systems: economic, human (social), ambient (environmental or ecological) and technological. Sustainable development is based on three objectives: increasing the economic entity's financial performance; his environment efficiency development; favoring social development.

The current trend of economic-ecological integration manifests itself by both implementing integrated accounting procedures and by looking for new sustainable development indicators. UN Statistical Office develops an Economic and Environmental Integrated Accounting System. Any method of analysis and calculation aims to replace the current system of accounting and economic quantification since it provides indicators of economic growth that ignore the overexploitation of natural capital and loss of natural environmental sustainability. To define economic-environmental integrated and adjusted to real situations indicators, it is necessary adequate accounting consideration of artificial and natural capital forms. Based on completed studies, specialists (Rojanschi, 2006, p.39) state that Gross Domestic Product – GDP was used incorrectly as a way of highlighting development and welfare. GDP has some deficiencies regarding socio-economic and environmental aspects. As a result, specialists propose sustainable interest as crucial indicator of economic and social progress. The sustainable interest is the maximum amount that a country can consume without endangering its assets in the future. The sustainable interest’s purpose is to provide the people an idea of what they can consume without becoming poor.

In order to determine the sustainable interest it is required an ambiental adjustment of the GDP. Before going deeper into this adjustment it should be noted that there are three levels of aggregation in the economic-environmental accounting system:

- the "macro" level, as level of maximum aggregation and maximum representativeness of the economy’s accomplishments;
- sectoral level of aggregation (water, energy, forests);
- the "micro" level, where the company’s ambiental accounting and the ecoaudit and ecomanagement process merge.

The sustainable development principles applied in economy alters the accounting coherency of the economic accounts. The sustainable interest is obtained by deducting from the Gross Domestic Product the following elements:

- natural and cultural capital depreciation as a result of human action;
- defense expenses accounted for controlling the environmental contamination and to meet compensation costs;
- environment depreciation as a result of constant pressure.

Appropriate adjustment of the Gross Domestic Product in terms of ambient is a rational approach towards sustainable development and welfare.

Choosing an indicator as the only benchmark for the sustainable development’s dimensions could lead to difficulties. The configuration of an integrated framework of sustainable development indicators should be done
progressively as the methods determined by quantifying the economic, social and environmental aspects advance.

Sustainable development should be based on real capital interests, meaning what is available for current consumption, without reducing the amount of capital and natural resources, merging, as a consequence, degradation and depreciation effects, optimizing its economic and environmental function.

Economic environment and the behavior of the economic entity in the field of ecotourism is constantly changing. A value that is determined today can be exceeded tomorrow. Consequently, maintaining the balance of the economic entity activity needs corrective actions. The manager must anticipate the moment when the balance between effort and effect risks to be exceeded. He must quantify the effort made in achieving the aimed objective. All the economic efforts that were made can be expressed pecuniary which involves the accounting intervention. Changes in accounting are generated by managerial decisions regarding appropriate methods in preparing future actions.

In these circumstances, we wonder if, in the future, there is the possibility of using the fair value in the ecotourism companies practice? To find the answer to this question it is required a presentation of the emergence and evolution of the fair value concept in the accounting theory and practice.

Even from the second half of the XXI century, the market value, assimilated to the fair value, has been behind the development of the static accounting theory (Richard, 2005; Săcărin, 2007). In this theory, the economic entity is presented as having a fragile structure and, in consequence, it can disappear in any moment. In these conditions, the accounting evaluation must permanently take into account the possible failure of the entity and it must be made as if the entity would be liquidated. This fictive liquidation requires the evaluation of each asset at the market value, registering in accounting both the gains and the potential losses. The fair value is a condition of the accounting convergence. The fair value reflects better in the financial situations the uncertainties that affects cash-flow predictions and investment opportunities. For this reason, the partial replacement of the historic cost with the fair value was considered, in the last years, by the international society of accounting normalization, to be the best solution for the accounting representation of an entity.

The subject regarding fair value evaluation drew, in the last decade, a lot of pro and con arguments. The fair value ensures a larger flexibility of the evaluation in comparison with the historic cost evaluation, but this advantage must be analyzed in relation with the low objectivity of the fair value. The fair value provides a most pertinent evaluation for the future cash-flows than the historic cost, because it can allow distinguishing between two assets that generate cash-flows in different times. Yet, future cash-flows uncertainty creates problems in the fair value determination. An advantage for the fair value is its neutrality that derives from the fact that it is determined by external data, and it’s not influenced by the entity’s top management, transactions date or the used instruments nature.

In a study published in 2013, Zhang Yongkui considers that if an entity in the ecotourism area reaches a level of development that would allow holding financial assets, they will be valued at fair value. From a theoretical perspective, stocks may be valued at fair value. In a context specific to ecotourism, stocks refer to biological assets, specific tourism products and objects that can be sold as local souvenirs. Natural resources and intangibles are the main assets of the ecotourism company. These assets ensure competitiveness in ecotourism. Intangible assets of the ecotourism entity includes: cultural resources, trademarks, comercial background, management systems, marketing models, business models, organizational culture. These assets have a high degree of specificity and therefore can not be measured and accounted for at fair value.

Using the fair value to evaluate assets and liabilities related to ecotourism activities can generate capital gains or loss. In accounting, there are three ways to recognize gains or losses generated by the fair value use. If the entity wants maximizing the profit, the gains and the losses will be recognized in the profit and loss account. If the entity establishes as its objective the making of investments, the gains and the losses of the fair value will be recognized as equity items. Joint recognition, as gain and loss elements and as equity ones, fall between aggressive and conservatory options in giving a result and maintaining the capital.

The effects of the economic activity stagnation, the increasing of international competition, inflation and environmental turbulence considerably increased the vulnerability of tourism and ecotourism companies. Reducing this vulnerability involves new analytical methods that implicate the following objectives:
- increasing the company’s reaction by conceiving an informational system that provides an early warning alert and allows fast adaptation to environmental changes and also a better seize to new opportunities;
- improving the company’s real competitiveness through a permanent diagnostic of the strategies and policies pursued by the company starting from the information system and based on the success key factors of the company.

The road to go for in order to achieve accounting development in ecotourism is based on the PERSPECTIVES = CONCRETE ACTIONS connection. The achievement of this connection in good conditions requires an harmonization between strategic planning and key variables such as: environment, structure, opportunities and objectives. A priority of the XXI century is related to systematic stopping of environmental destruction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The tourism sector has many features compared to other economic sectors. These features influence the tourism firms accounting organization and require obtaining segmented, simulated and predictable accounting information. A segmented accounting information proves its economic usefulness in time. Creating simulated accounting information concerns the progressive adjustment of the synthesis accounting information to be predicted. We consider that developing accurate management decisions depends on the quality and quantity of accounting information, on its availability at the right moment and the manager’s ability to use them properly.

In tourism and ecotourism, in order to present the value of an asset it is likely to account for future income than past expenditures. Achieving this objective requires the use of fair value that makes the transition from the accuracy in assessment to the uncertainty in accounting estimates. So, the economic reality is well reflected, and investors are better informed. Entities performance can be more easily compared and managers can no longer adjust the result, ensuring the accounting information’s neutrality. The presence of the fair value as a evaluation basis raises the question of the extent to which caution is important for tourism and ecotourism accounting activities. The fair value favors short term orientations at the expense of a long-term vision.

Ecotourism is the main expression of sustainable tourism. Efficiency is a goal for sustainable development, which is obtained by carrying out well defined activities in order to allow the environmental components conservation.
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